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Re-engineering the adenine deaminase  
TadA-8e for efficient and specific 
CRISPR-based cytosine base editing
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Yongchang Yan2,6, Mengjia Hong1, Dan Zhang1, Changming Luan1, Shun Zhang1, 
Hao Wu2, Hongyi Gao1, Sijia Bai1, Changqing Li1, Ruoyi Ding1, Niannian Xue1, 
Zhixin Lei2, Yuting Chen3, Yuting Guan    1, Stefan Siwko4, Yiyun Cheng1, 
Gaojie Song    1, Liren Wang1, Chengqi Yi    2 , Mingyao Liu    1,5  and 
Dali Li    1 

Cytosine base editors (CBEs) efficiently generate precise C·G-to-T·A base 
conversions, but the activation-induced cytidine deaminase/apolipoprotein 
B mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide-like (AID/APOBEC) protein 
family deaminase component induces considerable off-target effects 
and indels. To explore unnatural cytosine deaminases, we repurpose the 
adenine deaminase TadA-8e for cytosine conversion. The introduction 
of an N46L variant in TadA-8e eliminates its adenine deaminase activity 
and results in a TadA-8e-derived C-to-G base editor (Td-CGBE) capable of 
highly efficient and precise C·G-to-G·C editing. Through fusion with uracil 
glycosylase inhibitors and further introduction of additional variants, a 
series of Td-CBEs was obtained either with a high activity similar to that 
of BE4max or with higher precision compared to other reported accurate 
CBEs. Td-CGBE/Td-CBEs show very low indel effects and a background level 
of Cas9-dependent or Cas9-independent DNA/RNA off-target editing. 
Moreover, Td-CGBE/Td-CBEs are more efficient in generating accurate edits 
in homopolymeric cytosine sites in cells or mouse embryos, suggesting their 
accuracy and safety for gene therapy and other applications.

Base editors are composed of a nuclease-impaired Cas9 and a deami-
nase module to generate site-specific base conversions without induc-
ing DNA double-stranded breaks in the absence of donor templates1. 
There are two major types of base editors, the cytosine base editors 
(CBEs)2 and the adenine base editors (ABEs)3, which catalyze C·G-to-T·A 
and A·T-to-G·C transitions, respectively. Through fusion of Cas9 nickase 

(Cas9n) with the activation-induced cytidine deaminase/apolipopro-
tein B mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide-like (AID/APOBEC) 
protein family of natural cytosine deaminases, CBEs usually generate 
considerable C-to-G or C-to-A byproducts because the U:G mismatch 
is recognized and excised by uracil DNA N-glycosylase (UNG) to create 
an abasic intermediate that initiates base excision repair to induce 
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because it exhibited a slightly condensed editing window and relatively 
high C-to-G activity (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). Additional V28G or 
N108G variants introduced into ABE8e-N46L did not further improve 
its performance (Supplementary Fig. 1c). While we were completing 
this project, Bae and colleagues reported that ABE7.10 containing a 
P48R variant displayed increased cytosine editing with reduced but 
not eliminated adenosine deaminase activity19. However, in contrast to 
ABE7.10, we found that the protien generated by introducing the A48R 
variant (A48 in TadA-8e) in ABE8e still retained a high A-to-G efficiency 
and a much lower rate of cytosine edits compared to ABE8e-N46L, sug-
gesting that N46 in TadA-8e was more critical than A48 for substrate 
selectivity (Supplementary Fig. 1d).

Given the essential role of the N46L variant for the discrimination 
of adenine and cytosine, we questioned whether this substitution 
had a similar ability in previous ABE versions. Thus, ABEmax-N46L/
N46L (with an N46L variant in both the TadA and TadA* domains) and 
miniABEmax-N46L variants were constructed and it was found that 
neither ABE variant exhibited adenine edits but both showed consider-
able cytosine edits at the target with a TC*N motif, with ABE8e-N46L 
displaying much higher activity (up to 2.2-fold; Supplementary  
Fig. 2a–c). For t FANCF site 1, the introduction of an N46L variant also 
increased the cytosine editing efficiency in ABEmax (34.3% versus 
16.4%; Supplementary Fig. 2d), indicating that this variant might also 
improve cytosine catalytic ability in previous ABE versions. Impor-
tantly, ABE8e-N46L but not the other two variants (ABEmax-N46L/
N46L and miniABEmax-N46L) was able to edit cytosines in the other 
three sequence contexts (CCN, GCN and ACN), indicating an expanded 
targeting scope (Supplementary Fig. 2). These data suggested that 
N46L was critical for the discrimination of adenines and cytosines both 
in ABE8e and previous ABE variants.

TadA-derived editor induces efficient editing
Because ABE8e-N46L mainly induced C-to-G transversion (Fig. 1c 
and Supplementary Fig. 2), we named it TadA-derived C-to-G base 
editor (Td-CGBE) and compared it with previously reported repre-
sentative CGBEs5,8, CGBE1 and rAPOBEC-Cas9n-rXRCC1 (hereafter 
termed CGBE-XRCC1), and ABE8e at 23 target sites. Td-CGBE showed 
very efficient C-to-G editing (up to 72.8%) similar to CGBE1, while the 
activity was much higher than that of CGBE-XRCC1 on most of the tar-
gets. Importantly, Td-CGBE exhibited a very steep and narrow editing 
window (C5–C6) even corresponding to single cytosines at 17 of the 21 
sites containing cytosines on positions 5–6 (Fig. 1d and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3a,b), while the other two editors showed a broader window  
(Fig. 1e). Td-CGBE was very efficient on TC*N motifs as previously 
observed in ABE7.10 (ref. 15), but unexpectedly, it had a much higher 
efficiency of editing CC*N (average 1.9-fold increase compared to CGBE1 
at the C5 position) and GC*N (average 5.6-fold increase compared to 
CGBE1 at the C5 position) motifs than the other two editors (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3c). Td-CGBE exhibited up to 94.4% C-to-G product purity, 
which was very comparable to CGBE1 at all tested sites and superior to 
CGBE-XRCC1 (up to 3.1-fold improvement) at CC*N-motif sites (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3d). Importantly, Td-CGBE induced much fewer indels 
in almost all tested targets (mean indel frequencies of 18.6%, 28.6% and 
9.5% for CGBE1, CGBE-XRCC1 and Td-CGBE, respectively), which was 
51.1% and 33.2% of the indel rates induced by CGBE1 and CGBE-XRCC1, 
respectively (Supplementary Fig. 3e). To investigate whether decreased 
indels were attributed to lower protein levels, western blotting assays 
were performed. To our surprise, the protein level of Td-CGBE was much 
higher than those of ABE8e and the other two CGBEs, suggesting that 
the N46L variant somehow enhanced protein synthesis (Supplementary 
Fig. 3f). However, the elevated expression did not induce A-to-G conver-
sion by Td-CGBE at all tested targets and four additional well-used and 
efficient ABE targets, suggesting the elimination of adenine deaminase 
activity (Fig. 1f,g). These data suggest that Td-CGBE is a pure cytosine 
editor without recruitment of natural AID/APOBEC family enzymes, 

unpredictable base conversions. Fusion with or simultaneous expres-
sion of a uracil glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) dramatically increases the 
CBE-induced efficiency and purity of C·G-to-T·A transition4. If UGI is 
replaced with UNG5,6 or a DNA repair protein7,8 in the CBE backbone, the 
C-to-G base editors (CGBEs) are developed to mainly induce cytosine 
base transversions. CBE/CGBEs are promising tools for a broad range 
of applications, while they generate considerable indels, bystander 
edits, and Cas9-independent DNA and RNA off-target edits5,9–13, which 
raise safety concerns, especially for clinical applications. Several stud-
ies have developed more accurate CBE variants, such as BE4max-YE1/
YEE, eA3A-BE4max and so on, through the engineering of APOBEC 
enzymes13,14. To improve the performance of CBE/CGBE technology, 
we thought to develop base editors with a cytosine deaminase that 
has potential distinct features superior to those of the AID/APOBEC 
family enzymes.

Different from CBE/CGBEs, ABEs use an unnatural adenine deami-
nase that was evolved from TadA, a transfer RNA (tRNA) adenine deami-
nase in Escherichia coli, to induce A-to-G conversions in DNA with 
very high product purity (over 99.9%), minimal indels and a relatively 
condensed editing window3. Recent studies have shown that ABEs 
also induce cytosine substitutions in a defined TC*N motif (where the 
asterisk denotes the target cytosine (C) to edit and ‘T’ and ‘N’ as adja-
cent bases) independently of adenine conversions, suggesting that 
the evolved TaDA has cytosine deamination capability of evolved15,16. 
In our recent study, we also noticed that ABE8e, a superactive ABE vari-
ant containing the TadA-8e deaminase, displayed increased cytosine 
deaminase activity17. Inspired by the identification of its unexpected 
cytosine deaminase activity, we attempted to repurpose adenine deam-
inase TadA-8e, the most efficient TadA variant, into a purely unnatural 
cytosine deaminase (Fig. 1a). We assumed that the TadA-8e-derived 
CBE would have potential advantages over AID/APOBEC-based editors 
because the original ABEs exhibited a minimal indel frequency and 
undetectable Cas9-independent DNA off-target editing3,9,10.

Here we report the engineering of adenine deaminase TadA-8e 
with a substituted type of catalytic substrate, which not only eliminates 
intrinsic adenine activity but also enables efficient cytosine editing. 
Because this unnatural cytosine deaminase-derived Td-CGBE induces 
highly efficient and precise C·G-to-G·C transversion in human cells and 
rodent embryos, a series of CBEs (Td-CBEs) with distinct features was 
developed via further molecular evolution and UGI fusions. A low level 
of indels and background level of either DNA or RNA off-target events 
were observed in Td-CGBE/Td-CBE-treated cells. Moreover, we applied 
Td-CGBE/Td-CBEs to install the desired mutations in pathogenic intri-
cately homopolymeric cytosine sequences for generation or correction 
of disease models.

Results
Structure-guided molecular engineering of TadA-8e
To evolve TadA-8e into a cytosine deaminase, we speculated that the 
purine ring (A) had a relatively bigger size compared to the pyrimi-
dine ring (C); therefore, it might be more fragile and less tolerant of 
mutation(s) around the pocket of TadA-8e. According to recently pub-
lished structures of ABE8e in complex with its substrates18, 14 residues 
were selected and substituted with distinct amino acids to change 
the side chain size, polarity or hydrophilic–hydrophobic property 
(Fig. 1b). When testing on an endogenous target site in HEK293T cells, 
we found that several variants, such as V28G, N46A, N46G, N46L and 
N108G, markedly reduced A-to-G activity but kept a high C-to-D (where 
D represents G, T or A) editing activity (Fig. 1c). The ABE8e-N46 mutants 
exhibited high efficiency (up to 57.1%) and selectivity for cytosine deam-
ination, suggesting that this residue was a key position for substrate 
base selectivity. Thus, we individually tested substitution of all the other 
amino acids at position N46 (Supplementary Fig. 1a). Although N46P 
and N46L variants showed similar activity and substrate selectivity 
at three targets, ABE8e-N46L was chosen for further investigations 
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Fig. 1 | Engineering of TadA-8e-derived CGBEs. a, A schematic illustration 
of the conceptual design to evolve an ABE into pure CBEs. b, Overview of the 
interaction of TadA-8e (light purple) with the single-stranded DNA substrate 
(green sticks) (Protein Data Bank (PDB): 6VPC). Cas9n is in gray, sgRNA is in cyan, 
complementary strand DNA is in orange and noncomplementary strand DNA is 
in green. Amino acids spatially contacting or adjacent to the substrate DNA are 
labeled on the enlarged image. c, Base editing efficiencies of ABE7.10, ABEmax, 
ABE8e and ABE8e variants at FANCF site 1 in HEK293T cells. The N46L variant 
(red arrowhead) was chosen for further evaluation. d, Heatmaps showing the 

on-target C-to-G editing efficiencies of ABE8e, Td-CGBE, CGBE1 and CGBE-XRCC1 
at 12 endogenous target sites in HEK293T cells. e, Average C-to-G editing 
efficiencies of each editor at 23 endogenous target sites in d and Supplementary 
Fig. 3b. f, Dot graph showing the A-to-G editing frequencies of ABE8e and Td-CGBE 
at 23 endogenous sites shown in d and Supplementary Fig. 3b. Each data point 
represents a biological replicate at each target site. g, Heatmaps showing the 
on-target A-to-G editing efficiencies of ABE8e and Td-CGBE at four endogenous 
targets containing multiple adenines in HEK293T cells. d,e,g, Data represent the 
mean of three independent experiments.
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inducing highly efficient C-to-G conversions in a very narrow window 
with the fewest byproduct indels.

Because previous studies showed that YE1/YEE variants in 
APOBECs or shorter linkers between Cas9n and the deaminase reduced 
the editing window14,20, we next compared Td-CGBE with CGBE vari-
ants (potentially with condensed editing windows) that were gener-
ated through the above strategies. However, CGBE-YEE and CGBE-nl 
(no linker) had very limited C-to-G editing after evaluation of six 
cytosine-rich targets. CGBE-YE1 showed comparable activity but a 
wider editing window compared to Td-CGBE. Consistent with a previ-
ous study showing that BE4max was inefficient at the target within 
GC*N motifs21, we found that the three APOBEC1-derived CGBE variants 
showed poor C-to-G editing frequencies (0.4–4.5%) when the target 
cytosines were in a GC*N motif (ABE site 23), while Td-CGBE edited this 
target with a frequency of 29.6% (up to 74-fold higher; Supplementary 
Fig. 4). These data further highlighted the advantages of an unnatu-
ral cytosine deaminase-derived CGBE. In addition, we further fused 
the UNG element to the Td-CGBE backbone, but no marked improve-
ment was observed (Supplementary Fig. 5). Moreover, when fusing 
TadA-8e-N46L with the photospacer adjacent motif (PAM)-relaxed 
SpCas9-NG variant22, Td-CGBE-NG induced precise C5-to-G editing with 
a frequency of up to 48.9% at non-NGG PAM targets, suggesting that this 
TadA-8e-derived cytosine deaminase was compatible to engineered 
Cas9 variants (Supplementary Fig. 6).

Characterization of TadA-derived CBE variants
The distinct precision of Td-CGBE encouraged us to investigate whether 
Td-CGBE could be transformed into a Td-CBE. Thus, two copies of UGI 
were linked to ABE8e-N46L with the P2A peptide to generate a Td-CBE 
construct (Supplementary Fig. 7). Through evaluation of editing effi-
ciency on a poly(C) target, we found that Td-CBE efficiently generated 
C-to-T conversion at C6–C8 at a frequency of up to 84.6%, suggesting 
that it was highly efficient (Fig. 2a). However, its editing window was not 
narrow as expected. We introduced further variants in or near the active 
pocket of TadA-8e to reduce the editing window. The majority of addi-
tional variants reduced the editing window and efficiency simultane-
ously, but unexpectedly an additional E27R variant increased both the 
activity and window of Td-CBE (Fig. 2a). Then, we thought to shorten the 
linker between the deaminase and Cas9n to narrow the window because 
our previous study showed that using a single-stranded DNA binding 
domain to elongate the linker dramatically increased the editing win-
dow of CBEs23. Interestingly, reducing the 32-residue XTEN sequence 
to 3- to 7-residue linkers, which was reported to reduce the editing 
window20, resulted in highly efficient editing within a 2-nucleotide 
(nt) window (Td-CBE-linker13, Td-CBE-linker15 and Td-CBE-linker18 in  
Fig. 2a; Supplementary Table 3). When all the linker residues were 
removed, the variant preferentially edited C6 within adjacent cytosines 
at this target (Fig. 2a) and was named enhanced Td-CBE (eTd-CBE). 
Moreover, we also noticed that although the efficiency of Td-CBE-P29A 
and Td-CBE-A48M was reduced, these variants showed very narrow edit-
ing windows. Thus, the linkers of these two constructs were removed 
to generate eTd-CBE-P29A (eTd-CBEa) and eTd-CBE-A48M (eTd-CBEm), 
which showed single-cytosine edits at this target as well as at an addi-
tional target site (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 8), suggesting that 
these two variants were very efficient and precise.

To further investigate the performance of Td-CBE with an E27R var-
iant (named Td-CBEmax), multiple endogenous targets were tested. As 
Td-CBEmax was very efficient, we compared it with BE4max side by side 
using 13 additional gRNA sites with scattered cytosines. The activity 
(defined as the activity at the position with the highest activity in each 
target) of Td-CBEmax at these targets ranged from 57.7% to 94.9%, which 
was comparable to BE4max (44.9–93.2%; Fig. 2b and Supplementary 
Fig. 9a). We also noticed that the major editing window of Td-CBEmax 
was reduced to 3nt (positions 5–7) compared to the 5-nt window (posi-
tions 5–9) of BE4max (Fig. 2c). Consistent with Td-CGBE, Td-CBEmax 

also induced a steady, low rate of indels ranging from 1.6% to 7.5% (4.6% 
on average), but BE4max had a 1.8 fold higher indel rate (8.5% on aver-
age) of up to 24.9%, suggesting that Td-CBEmax induced a low level of 
severe DNA damage (Supplementary Fig. 9b). The data demonstrate 
that Td-CBEmax is a highly efficient CBE inducing fewer bystander 
variants and indels at the evaluated target sites. We also noticed that 
the protein level of Td-CBEmax was higher than that of BE4max (Sup-
plementary Fig. 9c). As the above data showed eTd-CBE variants dis-
playing high efficiency and a narrow window, we next compared them 
with other accurate CBEs with either a narrow window (BE4max-YE1 and 
BE4max-YEE) or preferential editing in a defined sequence context, 
such as eA3A-BE4max and A3G-BE5.13, which prefer TC*N and CC*N 
motifs, respectively13,14,24. Through examination of 12 endogenous tar-
gets including cytosine-rich sites, we demonstrated that eTd-CBE had 
comparable activity but a more condensed window in comparison to 
BE4max-YE1 (C5–C6 versus C4–C8). Although eTd-CBEm and eTd-CBEa 
showed a little bit less efficiency than BE4max-YEE, these two variants 
edited a single cytosine at C5 or C6 in 9 of 12 target sites with up to 48.3% 
efficiency, while BE4max-YEE only induced single-cytosine conversion 
at two sites (Fig. 2d,e and Supplementary Fig. 10a). eTd-CBE variants 
showed 12.5-fold (ranging from 1.8- to 131.4-fold) higher precision 
(determined by dividing the efficiency at the highest position with the 
highest activity by that at the position with the second highest activ-
ity) compared to BE4max-YEE, suggesting that eTd-CBE variants were 
more accurate and induced less bystander editing than BE4max-YE1 
or BE4max-YEE (Supplementary Fig. 10b). The eTd-CBE variants also 
showed comparable activity but a more condensed editing window and 
higher precision (up to 90-fold higher) in comparison to other accurate 
CBEs, such as eA3A-BE4max and A3G-BE5.13 (Fig. 2e and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 10b). Consistent with Td-CGBE, eTd-CBEs made no adenine 
edits and only induced less than 2% indels on average, which was a much 
lower rate than with BE4max-YE1, eA3A-BE4max and A3G-BE5.13 (Sup-
plementary Fig. 10c,d). The reduction of indels by Td-CBE variants was 
not due to its lower expression level (Supplementary Fig. 9c).

Off-target evaluation of Td-CGBE and Td-CBEs
Similar to CGBE1, Td-CGBE induced background levels of cytosine muta-
tions in analysis of all 36 in silico-predicted Cas9-dependent off-target 
sites25, while CGBE-XRCC1 induced low-level off-target editing at 2 
sites (Supplementary Fig. 11a). Moreover, in an enhanced orthogonal 
R-loop assay26,27, CGBE1 generated mild rates of off-target effects (⁓3% 
on average and up to 5.7%), but CGBE-XRCC1 (⁓8.4% on average and up 
to 17.5%) generated much higher Cas9-independent cytosine off-target 
editing (Fig. 3a). Although ABE8e did not induce cytosine editing, it 
generated more severe Cas9-independent adenine editing. In contrast, 
Td-CGBE induced both cytosine and adenine off-target conversions 
at background levels (0.1–0.9%), suggesting that it did not generate 
deaminase-induced random editing (Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary 
Fig. 11b). Taking the data together, compared with AID/APOBEC-based 
CGBEs, Td-CGBE is very efficient and induces fewer bystander edits and 
minimal indels. As Td-CGBE also displays diminished Cas9-independent 
DNA off-target effects, it demonstrates that high-quality cytosine base 
conversions could be achieved by non-APOBEC family enzymes.

To extensively investigate the off-target effects of Td-CBEs, sev-
eral strategies were used. When evaluating 29 predicted off-target 
sites from three loci, we found that Td-CBE variants exhibited much 
lower Cas9-dependent off-target editing than APOBEC family CBEs. No 
obvious increased off-target editing was found in Td-CBEmax-treated 
sites, but in 10 of these 29 sites Td-CBEmax showed a dramatic decrease 
compared to BE4max. For the more accurate variants, eTd-CBEm and 
eTd-CBEa had much lower off-target editing efficiency (average <1%) 
compared to BE4max-YE1 (average 6.8%) and similar to BE4max-YEE 
(average 1.3%) at most of the off-target sites (Supplementary Figs. 12 
and 13). Using the enhanced orthogonal R-loop assay, we found that 
Td-CBEmax induced much fewer edits compared to BE4max in all 
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six sites. Compared to the accurate CBEs, eTd-CBEm and eTd-CBEa 
induced only background editing, which was slightly lower than that 
of BE4max-YEE at three of the six tested sites and much lower than that 
of BE4max-YE1, eA3A-BE4max and A3G-BE5.13 (Fig. 3c).

Recently, we developed an unbiased Detect-seq method for 
genome-wide assessment of CBE off-target effects and revealed 
that previous CBEs also generated unexpected edits outside the 
protospacer region and on the target strand28,29. We then performed 
Detect-seq experiments to test BE4 family and Td-CBE variants with 
sgRNA targeting the promiscuous VEGFA site 2. Through this eval-
uation, we found that BE4max (946 sites) induced 2.1-fold more 
off-target edits compared to Td-CBEmax (446 sites), although the 
editors had similar on-target efficiencies. Additionally, eTd-CBEm 
and eTd-CBEa induced similar numbers of off-target edits (37 and 
32 sites, respectively) compared to BE4max-YEE (33 sites), which 
were much fewer than with BE4max-YE1 (387 sites), BE4max and 
Td-CBEmax (Fig. 3d). In addition, eTd-CBEm and eTd-CBEa had a 

narrow editing window as well as rigorous sequence context require-
ments in comparision to BE4max-YE1 and BE4max-YEE, as deter-
mined by analysis of off-target editing events (Supplementary  
Fig. 14a,b). Although Td-CBEs were not derived from APOBEC fam-
ily enzymes, Td-CBEmax, eTd-CBEm and eTd-CBEa did not cause 
any de novo off-target sites compared to BE4max (Supplementary  
Fig. 14c). Notably, in contrast to previous results in which BE4max 
caused unexpected out-of-protospacer and target-strand edits, no 
such off-target events were observed in Td-CBE variant-treated cells 
(Fig. 3e). This suggests that Td-CBEs have the marked advantages 
of lower genome-wide off-target effects than most BE4max serial 
editors and are comparable to BE4max-YEE.

To evaluate Cas9-independent RNA off-target effects, tran-
scriptome profiling was used. Consistent with previous reports11,12, 
BE4max induced numerous C-to-U edits and BE4max-YE1 produced 
fewer off-target events. Td-CBEmax only induced 0.25% of the RNA 
off-target edits of BE4max, although we determined that the editors 
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Fig. 2 | Evolution and characterization of Td-CBEs in mammalian cells. 
 a, Comparison of C-to-T editing efficiencies of diverse Td-CBE variants at the 
FGF6-sg4 site in HEK293T cells. Data represent the mean of three independent 
experiments. b, Evaluation of the C-to-T editing efficiencies of BE4max and 
Td-CBEmax at six representative endogenous genomic loci in HEK293T cells.  
c, Average C-to-T editing efficiencies of BE4max and Td-CBEmax at 13 target sites 

in b and Supplementary Fig. 8a. d, The C-to-T editing efficiencies of the indicated  
CBEs at six representative endogenous genomic loci in HEK293T cells.  
e, Average C-to-T editing efficiencies of the indicated CBEs at 12 target sites  
in d and Supplementary Fig. 9a. b–e, Data represent the mean of three 
independent experiments except for BE4max in FANCF-sg17 and BE4max-YE1 in 
EMX1-sg7 (n = 2).
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had a similar DNA editing activity (Fig. 3f). Moreover, Td-CGBE and 
eTd-CBEs induced background levels of C-to-U off-target edits (Fig. 3f 
and Supplementary Fig. 15a,b). Additionally, only background levels of 
A-to-I RNA edits were observed for BE4max and TadA-derived editors, 

further confirming that the variants induced in TadA-8e fully abolished 
its adenine deaminase activity (Supplementary Fig. 15c). These results 
demonstrate that Td-CGBE and Td-CBE variants have almost eliminated 
Cas9-independent RNA off-target effects.
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Fig. 3 | Off-target assessment of Td-CGBE and Td-CBEs. a, Cas9-independent 
DNA off-target analysis of the cumulative cytosine edits induced by ABE8e, 
Td-CGBE, CGBE1 and CGBE-XRCC1 using the modified orthogonal R-loop assay.  
b, Cas9-independent DNA off-target analysis of A-to-G edits induced by ABE8e  
and Td-CGBE using the modified orthogonal R-loop assay. c, Cas9-independent 
DNA off-target analysis of cumulative C-to-T edits induced by the indicated 
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R-loop 6 with two biological replicate experiments). d, Genome-wide distribution 

of off-target effects determined by Detect-seq on each chromosome for the 
indicated CBEs with an sgRNA targeting VEGFA site 2. On- and off-target edits are 
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sites is in parentheses. e, Counts of out-of-protospacer editing, target-strand 
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Efficient and accurate editing in mouse embryos by Td-CGBE
To evaluate the potential of TadA-derived base editors for applica-
tion, we tested their performance in mouse embryos. When inject-
ing Td-CGBE mRNA and an sgRNA to target Tyr gene exon 1 to create 
a premature stop codon in mouse embryos (Fig. 4a), 20 of the 21 F0 
pups obtained had cytosine conversions with an average of 55.6% effi-
ciency (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 16a). An Albino phenotype was 
observed in F0 founders, suggesting ablation of tyrosinase function 
(Fig. 4c,d). In total, 67% of the pups had the desired C-to-G edits with 
36% average efficiency (up to 84.9%), which was much higher than in 
a previous report, which used an optimized CGBE1 to edit the same 
target without observing an albino phenotype in founders30 (Fig. 4e,f 
and Supplementary Fig. 16b,c). Similar to the data obtained in cell lines, 
Td-CGBE induced few indels in mouse embryos (Supplementary Fig. 
16d). Our results demonstrated that the TadA-derived cytosine deami-
nase was efficient not only in cell lines but also in mouse embryos and 
was likely even more efficient than APOBEC1-derived CGBE1 in vivo.

Precise editing of pathogenic single-nucleotide variants by 
Td-CGBE and Td-CBEs
As Td-CGBE and Td-CBE showed higher precision than other typical 
editors, we tried to compare them with representative base editors to 
edit pathogenic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) in homopolymeric 
cytosine sites. To create pathogenic C-to-G SNVs, Td-CGBE was deliv-
ered with individual sgRNAs targeting cytosine-rich sites, including 
the MPZ gene (causing Charcot Marie Tooth disease type 2I31) and the 
PTEN gene (causing macrocephalus32) in HEK293T cells. Compared with 
CGBE1 and CGBE-XRCC1, Td-CGBE was very efficient and predominantly 
edited the desired single cytosine, which was occured at a 1.5- and 8-fold 
higher rate than CGBE1-induced precise editing at two sites (Fig. 5a). 
Additionally, eTd-CBEa and eTd-CBEm introduced a pathogenic C-to-T 
mutation in the KCNA2 gene (causing epileptic encephalopathies33) 
with 61.6% and 78.7% efficiency, respectively, frequencies that were 
much higher than with BE4max-YE1 (10.9%) and BE4max-YEE (8.4%) 

(Fig. 5b). To test the potential for correction of pathogenic SNVs, 
stable cell lines containing pathogenic variants were generated. The 
data showed that Td-CGBE generated much higher C-to-G correction 
ratios and fewer indels than CGBE1 and CGBE-XRCC1 in two cell lines 
containing G-to-C variants (CELA2A c.639+1G>C causing early-onset 
atherosclerosis34 or HBB c.328G>C causing Hemoglobin Johnstown35; 
Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 17a,b). In cell lines bearing T·A-to-C·G 
variants (TUBB6 c.1181T>C causing congenital nonprogressive bilateral 
facial palsy36 or PFN1 c.350A>G causing amyotrophic lateral sclerosis37), 
BE4max-YE1 and BE4max-YEE mainly induced simultaneous double- 
or triple-cytosine transitions, but eTd-CBEm (2.9- and 1.9-fold-higher 
rate of correction than with BE4max-YEE) and eTd-CBEa (4.1- and 
1.9-fold-higher rate of correction than with BE4max-YEE) induced much 
higher rates of precise corrections and generated fewer indels (<1% on 
average; Fig. 5d and Supplementary Fig. 17c,d). These data suggested 
that Td-CGBE and eTd-CBEs were efficient for precise generation or 
correction of pathogenic SNVs, especially for precise editing of single 
nucleotides in polycytosine sites.

Evaluation of eTd-CBEs by target library analysis
To unbiasedly evaluate the precision of eTd-CBEs, the gRNA–target pair 
strategy38 was adapted to generate a library of 9,120 oligonucleotides 
individually composed of all possible 6-mers, where cytosines (num-
ber ≥1) were distributed in positions 4–9 of a protospacer (Methods). 
The Tol2 transposon was leveraged to stably integrate our library into 
the genome of HEK293T cells, before stable transfection of candidate 
CBEs. An average 96% coverage of greater than 300× per guide-target 
pair was maintained throughout the culturing process (Supplementary 
Table 6). The editing efficiency at the position with the highest activity 
in each target was defined as 100%, and the relative activity of other 
positions was determined through comparison with this position. The 
editing activity analyzed from three CBEs showed that BE4max-YE1 
(evaluated for 8,949 sgRNAs) had a major editing window (>40%) 
ranging from positions 4–8, whereas eTd-CBE (evaluated for 8,737 
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Fig. 4 | Examination of mouse embryos with Td-CGBE. a, Schematic of the 
target sequence in the exon 1 locus of the mouse Tyr gene. The sgRNA target 
sequence is in black, and the PAM is in bold. The desired C6-to-G transversion 
causing the premature stop codon TGA is in red. b, Cytosine conversion 
frequencies in mutant F0 mice (n = 20). c, Phenotype of F0 mice generated by 
Td-CGBE injection. The picture on the left was taken when the mice were 7 days 
old, while the right one was taken when mice were at 21 days old. WT, wild type. 

d, Sanger sequencing chromatograms of DNA from representative F0 mice (T02) 
and WT mice injected with Td-CGBE mRNA. e, Genotyping of representative 
F0 pups treated with Td-CGBE mRNA. The frequencies of mutant alleles were 
determined by high-throughput sequencing. f, C6-to-G editing frequencies in 
C-to-G founders generated by Td-CGBE (n = 14). In b and f, data are mean ± s.d. 
and each data point represents an individual mouse.
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sgRNAs) narrowed the window to positions 4–6 (Fig. 5e). As expected, 
an extremely condensed 1-nt window was observed for eTd-CBEm 
(evaluated for 8,522 sgRNAs) with the highest efficiency on position 
5. The motif preferences of the eTd-CBEs were characterized in further 
analysis of ~2,700 targets containing C5. Similar to BE4max-YE1, these 
editors had the capability of a wide range of accurate C-to-T editing 
without a strict sequence context requirement (Fig. 5f). As eTd-CBEm 
preferentially edits cytosine in position 5 of protospacers without motif 
restrictions, it potentially corrects the majority of A-to-G pathogenic 
SNVs upon fusion to PAM-relaxed Cas9 variants, such as SpNG and 
SpRY22,39, as we demonstrated for the Td-CGBE-NG variant.

Discussion
Traditional CBEs are all based on AID/APOBEC family natural cytosine 
deaminases that endow CBE variants with distinct features. In this study, 
we developed an unnatural cytosine deaminase evolved from adenine 
deaminase TadA-8e and generated a series of TadA-derived base editors 
to enable highly efficient and accurate C-to-G or C-to-T conversions. 
Because TadA-8e is a DNA adenine deaminase variant evolved from the 
tRNA adenine deaminase TadA in E. coli, this study further demonstrates 
the potential of molecular engineering to advance genome editing tools.

A recent report demonstrated that a P48R variant in ABE7.10 could 
increase its cytosine editing efficiency in a restricted TC*N sequence 
context and decrease but not eliminate its adenine conversion activ-
ity19. Moreover, when the variant is introduced in ABE8e, substrate 
selectivity is severely impaired (Supplementary Fig. 1c). In this study, 
we have successfully converted the TadA enzyme into a pure cytosine 
deaminase through the introduction of an N46L variant in TadA-8e, sug-
gesting that N46 is a very conserved residue critical for adenine deami-
nase activity. This is consistent with a previous study that reported that 
the N46A variant in miniABEmax fully abolished adenine editing activ-
ity16, but the variant resulting from introduction of N46A in wild-type 
TadA of ABEmax still showed compromised activity40. In the TadA struc-
ture, N46 forms a weak hydrophilic interaction with the purine group or 
analogs of its tRNA or DNA substrates18, whereas in cytosine deaminase 
structures the corresponding asparagine residue of APOBEC3A or 
APOBEC3B mainly forms polar contacts with the ribose group of its 
single-stranded DNA substrate41. Thus, from a structural point of view, 
the N46 residue contributes distinctly to recognition of different sub-
strates. Moreover, based on the massive mutagenesis studies on N46, 
we found that editing adenine is highly fragile by variations on N46 
and only the substitution to a similar residue (N46D) could preserve 
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the activity, suggesting that the hydrophilic interaction contributed 
by the side chain of N46 is essential for the deaminase activity of A-to-G 
conversion while the editing of cytosine is not sensitive to the majority 
of N46 substitutions. Substitution with several amino acids with small 
side chains (for example, cysteine, glycine, serine, threonine, valine or 
proline) led to even higher activity, while substitutions to amino acids 
with big side chains (for example, histidine, phenylalanine, arginine or 
tryptophan) mostly abrogates the cytosine deaminase activity, indicat-
ing that bulky residues may push the substrate cytosine away from the 
activation pocket (Supplementary Fig. 1a). Compared to other small 
residues, the N46L variant would provide an optimal conformation 
to allow deamination of cytosines but not adenines by disrupting the 
original adenosine deaminase structure to a dead enzyme.

We also found that the N46L variant could be partially applied to 
older versions (ABEmax or miniABEmax) to increase the cytosine editing 
efficiency within a TC*N motif, and we showed that the N46L variant in 
ABEmax and miniABEmax also abolished their A-to-G editing efficiency 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). In TadA-8e, the newly introduced eight substitu-
tions are located far away from the N46 residue, and these substitutions 
may not affect the substrate selectivity determined by N46. Moreover, 
we found the N46L together with this ABE8e variant further enhanced 
the cytosine editing efficacy as well as expanded the editing scope 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Further investigation of the substrate-bound 
structure for ABEmax as well as our TadA-derived base editors may 
help us to understand the exact mechanisms of how these mutations 
synergistically turned ABE8e into highly efficient TadA-derived base 
editors. The work described here extends our understanding of the 
versatile potential of the tRNA deaminase TadA, which has been evolved 
to efficiently catalyze adenine deamination in single-stranded DNA 
substrates and evolved here into a cytosine deaminase.

In this study, we have developed a distinct series of cytosine edi-
tors, Td-CGBE and Td-CBEs, derived from the TadA-8e adenine deami-
nase. They not only are cytosine editors without leveraging the AID/
APOBEC family of deaminases, but also have distinct superiorities such 
as the lowest indel rate, greatly reduced bystander mutations and a 
background level of Cas9-independent DNA and RNA off-target effects. 
As they are able to efficiently generate single-cytosine conversion at 
homopolymeric cytosine sites without sequence context requirements 
in vitro and in vivo, Td-CGBE and Td-CBEs are promising accurate edi-
tors, expanding the targeting scope of precision base conversions when 
fused with PAM-relaxed Cas9 variants, for a wide range of applications.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
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Methods
Plasmid construction
The PCR primers and DNA sequences used in this research are listed in 
Supplementary Tables 1–4 and Supplementary Sequences 1–3. ABE8e 
(138489), pCMV_BE4max (112093), CGBE1 (140252) and lentiCRISPR v2 
(52961) were purchased from Addgene. A3G-BE5.13 was a gift from the 
laboratory of Erwei Zuo (Agricultural Genomics Institute at Shenzhen, 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Shenzhen, China). PCR was 
performed using PrimeSTAR Max DNA polymerase (TaKaRa, R045A) or 
KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase (Toyobo, KOD-401). A series of ABE or 
CBE variants were constructed using the ClonExpress MultiS One Step 
cloning kit (Vazyme). Td-CGBE-NG with non-NGG PAM compatibility 
(Cas9-NG) was generated by introducing corresponding mutations 
via PCR. Human codon-optimized XRCC1 (named CGBE-XRCC1) used 
in plasmid construction was synthesized by GENEWIZ Biotechnol-
ogy and was cloned into the backbone of a digested pCMV_BE4max 
vector. Two copies of UGI with the P2A peptide were cloned into the 
C-terminal end of serial Td-CBEs, and canonical CBEs were also repur-
posed using the same method for a fair comparison. gRNA expres-
sion plasmids were constructed by using the previous method23. In 
brief, a pair of oligonucleotide duplexes was ligated and annealed into 
U6-sgRNA(sp)-EF1α-GFP linearized with BbsI (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
Plasmid DNA was isolated using the TIANprep Mini Plasmid Kit (TIAN-
GEN Biotech, DP103-03) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cell culture
HEK293T (ATCC, CRL-3216) cells were cultured and expanded in DMEM 
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS (Gibco) and 1% (vol/vol) 
penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco) in a humidified incubator at 37 °C 
with 5% CO2.

Cell transfection and genomic DNA extraction
For DNA on- or off-target base editing experiments, HEK293T cells were 
seeded into 24-well plates (Corning) at approximately 80% conflu-
ency per well. After 12 h, cells were cotransfected with 750 ng of base 
editor plasmids and 250 ng of gRNA expression plasmids using PEI 
(Polysciences) following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. 
After 3 d, cells were washed with PBS and digested with 0.25% trypsin 
(Gibco) for sorting. Then, cell genomic DNA was isolated using the 
QuickExtract DNA Extraction Solution (QE09050, Epicentre), and 
mouse tail tip genomic DNA was isolated using the One Step Mouse 
genotyping kit (Vazyme) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Western blotting assay
The western blot assays were performed as previously described42. 
HEK293T cells were lysed 3 d after transfection using RIPA buffer com-
plemented with proteinase and phosphatase inhibitors (Calbiochem). 
The total protein concentrations of cell lysate supernatants were quan-
tified using a BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). In total, 
12 μg of total protein per well was submitted to electrophoresis using a 
15-well 10% SDS–polyacrylamide gel and transferred to nitrocellulose 
membranes (Millipore) for 150 min at 100 V. Subsequently, the mem-
branes were blocked with 5% BSA for 1 h at room temperature and then 
divided and processed with different primary antibodies separately 
overnight, including anti-tubulin (1:2,000 dilution; Abcam, ab210797) 
and the anti-CRISPR–Cas9 (1:10,000 dilution; Abcam, ab189380). 
Then, the membranes were incubated with goat anti-rabbit IgG H&L 
(IRDye 800CW, 1:10,000 dilution; Abcam, ab216773) for 1 h and visu-
alized using the Odyssey infrared imaging system (Odyssey, LI-COR). 
Uncropped blots are shown in Supplementary Fig. 18.

Orthogonal R-loop assay
The modified orthogonal R-loop assay at each R-loop site with a 
nSaCas9-sgRNA plasmid was used in the analysis of Cas9-independent 
DNA off-target editing. Three hundred nanograms of an SpCas9 

gRNA plasmid, 400 ng of a base editor plasmid and 300 ng of a 
nSaCas9-sgRNA plasmid were cotransfected into HEK293T cells using 
polyethyleneimine (PEI). After 3 d, cells were washed with PBS and 
digested with 0.25% trypsin (Gibco). Genomic DNA was extracted 
using the QuickExtract DNA Extraction Solution (QE09050, Epicentre) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Detect-seq experiments
HEK293T cells seeded on six-well culture plates (Corning) were trans-
fected at approximately 70% confluency with 4 μg of the base editor 
and 2.72 μg of sgRNA plasmids using Lipofectamine LTX (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Transfected cells were collected after 5 d, and 
genomic DNA was isolated using the CWBIO universal genomic DNA 
kit (CWbiotech, CW2298M) for Detect-seq. This study performed 
Detect-seq experiments as previously described28. DNA damage that 
may interfere with true signals was repaired or protected to reduce the 
background noise. DNA fragments containing CBE-induced deoxyu-
ridine bases were recognized by UDG and labeled via nick translation 
and subsequent chemical reactions. The biotin-labeled fragments 
were enriched by streptavidin C1 beads (Invitrogen) and ligated with 
Y adaptors. Detect-seq libraries were sequenced on Illumina Hiseq X 
Ten and MGISEQ-2000. The efficiency and specificity of Detect-seq 
were evaluated by qPCR and Sanger sequencing on spike-in molecules.

Detect-seq mapping and analysis
Detect-seq data were mapped and processed with the steps described in 
the previous paper28. In brief, the adaptor was removed from sequencing 
reads by Cutadapt (version 1.18), and then, reads were mapped with Bis-
mark (version 0.22.3) with default settings to the human reference genome 
(hg38). The reads with MAPQ lower than 20 were collected and remapped 
by BWA MEM (version 0.7.17) using default parameters. The mapping 
results were merged and sorted with samtools sort command (version 1.9). 
The PCR duplications were removed by Picard MarkDuplicates (version 
2.23.9). For assessment of genome-wide off-target sites, we first processed 
alignment results into mpileup files by samtools mpileup command 
(version 1.9) with -q 20 -Q 20 parameters and then converted into.pmat 
files by parse-mpileup and bmat2pmat commands with default settings. 
We next searched genome-wide tandem C-to-T signals by pmat-merge 
command and filtered by mpmat-select script with settings as -m 4 -c 6 -r 
0.01—RegionPassNum 1 to RegionToleranceNum 3. Those filtered signals 
were collected to run a Poisson one-sided test by find-significant-mpmat 
script. P values were adjusted with the Benjamini and Hochberg method 
to control the false discovery rate. Signal regions that complied with the 
following criteria were considered a candidate Cas-dependent off-target 
site: FDR < 0.05; fold change of normalized mutation count in the CBE-PD 
sample to normalized mutation count in the mCherry sample larger than 
2; mutation count in the mCherry sample no larger than 1; and a mutation 
count in the All-PD sample no less than 5. All scripts used in this step were 
collected into the Detect-seq tools. Detect-seq genome-wide distribution 
off-target sites are listed in Supplementary Table 5.

Total mRNA preparation and sequencing assays
Total mRNA preparation and RNA-seq assays were per-
formed as previously described23. For the RNA-seq experi-
ment, HEK293T cells were seeded into 10-cm dishes (Corning). 
Twenty-five micrograms of Cas9n-T2A-GFP, BE4max-T2A-GFP, 
BE4max-YE1-T2A-GFP, Td-CGBE-T2A-GFP, Td-CBEmax-T2A-GFP, 
eTd-CBE-T2A-GFP, eTd-CBEm-T2A-GFP and eTd-CBEa-T2A-GFP was 
transfected into HEK293T cells at approximately 80% confluency using 
PEI following the manufacturer’s instructions. After 3 d, transfected 
cells were washed with PBS and digested with 0.25% trypsin (Gibco) 
for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) using FACSDiva version 
8.0.2 (BD Biosciences). Approximately, 4 × 105 GFP-positive cells of the 
top 15% (Supplementary Note) were collected and RNA was extracted 
according to the standard protocols. A total of 3 μg RNA per sample 
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was used as input material to prepare a library. The resulting library 
was sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq platform, and 125-bp/150-bp 
paired-end reads were gathered.

Transcriptome-wide off-target analysis
For the RNA-seq analysis, sequencing reads were first analyzed with 
Trim Galore to remove adaptor sequences (version 0.6.6) and then 
aligned with STAR (version 2.7.1a)43 to the human reference genome 
(hg38). Aligned BAM files were sorted with samtools (version 1.9)44, 
and duplications were removed with Picard MarkDuplicates (version 
2.23.9). Then, the clean BAM files were converted to the mpileup format 
with samtools (version 1.9). The variant information was extracted 
based on mpileup files, and only sites with coverage higher than 30 
and variant count over 15 were collected in the next step. Only sites that 
did not exist in Cas9n samples were reported as final mutation sites.

Generation of stable cell line disease models
The HEK293T stable cell lines were established by cloning a 150-bp 
disease-associated gene fragment of G·C-to-C·G or T·A-to-C·G from the 
ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) by assembling 
the fragments into a modified lentivector from lentiCRISPR v2 (52961), 
obtaining lentivector plasmids (Lenti CELA2A-EF1α-DsRed-P2A-puro, 
Lenti HBB-EF1α-DsRed-P2A-puro, Lenti TUBB6-EF1α-DsRed-P2A-puro 
or Lenti PFN1-EF1α-DsRed-P2A-puro). HEK293T cells were seeded into 
24-well plates (Corning) at approximately 80% confluency per well 
and were cotransfected with 300 ng of the lentivector plasmid, 300 ng 
pMD2.G (12259) and 300 ng psPAX2 (12260) using PEI following the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. Virus-containing supernatant was collected 
after 48 h of transfection and filtered with a 0.45-μm polyvinylidene dif-
luoride filter membrane (Millipore); then, 30 μl filtered virus-containing 
supernatant was added to HEK293T cells at approximately 40–50% 
confluency cultured in 12-well plates. After 24 h of transduction with 
lentivirus, cells were split into wells of a new plate supplemented with 
puromycin (1 μg ml−1). Seventy-two hours after the puromycin selec-
tion, cells were collected with the fewest surviving colonies to ensure 
single-copy integration and then expanded for further transfection.

Animal care and microinjection of zygotes
Animal manipulation was accomplished as previously described45. In brief, 
C57BL/6J and ICR mouse strains purchased from the Shanghai Laboratory 
Animal Center were caged in a specific pathogen-free facility on a 12-h 
light and 12-h dark cycle with ample access to food and water. C57BL/6J 
and ICR mouse strains were reared as embryo donors and foster mothers, 
separately. All animal experiments complied with draft regulations by the 
Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care 
in Shanghai and were ratified by the East China Normal University Center 
for Animal Research. Chemically modified sgRNA was synthesized by Gen-
script. mRNA preparation was performed as previously described. The T7 
promoter to the coding region was introduced into the Td-CGBE template 
by PCR amplification using primers T7-mRNA (Td-CGBE)-F/R (Supplemen-
tary Table 2), and its purified PCR product was used as the transcription 
template using an in vitro RNA transcription kit (mMESSAGE mMACHINE 
T7 Ultra Kit, Ambion). For microinjection, solutions containing complexes 
of Td-CGBE mRNA (100 ng μl−1) and sgRNA (200 ng μl−1) were diluted with 
nuclease-free water and the mixture was Injected into the cytoplasm using 
an Eppendorf TransferMan NK2 micromanipulator. Injected zygotes were 
transferred into ICR pseudopregnant females immediately after injection.

Design and cloning of the library
The composition of the oligonucleotides used to express gRNA pair 
libraries was designed as previously described38. Briefly, each oligo con-
tains a full-length oligonucleotide followed by a pairing cassette targeted 
by the sgRNA. The spacers of the sgRNAs were designed to satisfy the fol-
lowing principles: first, positions 4–9 of the spacer consist of all possible 
6-mers with at least one cytidine. Random 2-mers and 11-mers flanked 

the 6-mers at the 5′ and 3′ end, respectively. Second, each spacer is initi-
ated with a guanine. Last, spacers with four consecutive thymine bases 
were avoided because this might hinder transcription. Each targeted 
cassette consists of a 20-bp target sequence preceding an NGG PAM. 
The target sequence was flanked by randomly selected wild-type human 
genomic sequences. Libraries were cloned into a modified pBlueScript 
backbone supporting sgRNA expression, hygromycin selection and Tol2 
transposon-mediated genomic integration. The library construction 
was accomplished by GENEWIZ Biotechnology.

Transduction of the library and cell culture
HEK293T cells were seeded into 10-cm plates (Corning) at approxi-
mately 90% confluency; the Tol2 transposase plasmid (10 μg) and 
library mixture (10 μg) were cotransfected using PEI. Cells were cultured 
with hygromycin B (25 μg ml−1) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10687010) 
beginning 1 d after transfection to expedite sgRNA-stable selection and 
lasting for >2 weeks, during which timeover 90% of cells were screened 
out. When the library cell lines reached approximately 90% confluency 
again, we performed the second round of genomic integration by 
cotransfection of a Tol2 transposase plasmid (10 μg) and a base editor 
plasmid (BE4max-YE1, eTd-CBE or eTd-CBEm; 10 μg) that contains a 
blasticidin resistance gene and Tol2 transposase-binding sites. For the 
second-round selection, 10 μg ml−1 blasticidin S HCl (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, A11139-03) was used the day after transfection, lasting for 
>2 weeks. When the density of cells was up to 90%, to maintain at least 
a 300-fold average coverage of each gRNA per library cassette, trans-
fected cells were washed with PBS and digested with 0.25% trypsin 
(Gibco) for genomic DNA extraction by using phenol-chloroform 
extraction according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The target 
regions of libraries were amplified from genomic DNA (100–200 ng) 
by PCR with the primers listed in Supplementary Table 2. The amplified 
products were submitted to the high-throughput sequencing (HTS) 
platform of GENEWIZ Biotechnology. The complete sequences of the 
plasmid constructs are listed in Supplementary Sequence 3.

Editing efficiency calculation of the library and motif 
visualization
The JavaScript version of fastq-join (https://github.com/brwnj/
fastq-join) first joins two fastq files from HTS. To determine the con-
nection between the amplicons and the sequenced reads, the com-
bined fastq files were aligned to all of the amplicons in the library using 
BWA-mem (0.7.17-r1188) and the reads were divided for each amplicon. 
The random mode was used for reads with many equally plausible 
alignments. To minimize the impact of PCR amplification, targets with 
sequencing depth more than 10 times higher than the average depth of 
the library were discarded for every library. Library sequencing depth 
and coverage are shown in Supplementary Table 6. Then, EMBOSS 
needle (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/) was used 
to align all of the reads to their corresponding amplicon pairwise. Only 
the reads that matched the following criteria were included for analysis: 
10-bp sequences upstream and downstream of the 20-bp target sites 
that perfectly matched the consensus sequences and no indels or degen-
erate base Ns detected in the target sites. The total number of reads 
aligned to amplicons, the editing types and the number of edited reads 
at each position were then calculated for each type’s absolute editing 
efficiency at each site. The relative editing efficiency was then computed 
relative to the highest absolute editing efficiency. The effectiveness of 
sgRNA varied greatly, and the matching sgRNA was accumulated once 
for each edited read when enriching motifs. The motifs edited at C5 were 
tallied, and the pattern was visualized using the ggseqlogo package in R.

Targeted deep sequencing and data analysis
On- and off-target genomic regions were amplified from 
ge n o m i c  DN A  ( ~ 10 0   n g )  f ro m  t h re e  b i o l o g i c a l  re p l i -
cates for each condition by PCR with the primers listed in 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/
https://github.com/brwnj/fastq-join
https://github.com/brwnj/fastq-join
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/
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Supplementary Tables 2 and 4. HTS amplicon libraries containing an 
adaptor sequence (forward, 5′-GGAGTGAGTACGGTGTGC-3′; reverse 
5′-GAGTTGGATGCTGGATGG-3′) at the 5′ end were prepared by PCR 
using KOD-Plus-Neo DNA Polymerase (Toyobo, KOD-401). The above 
products were subjected to another round of PCR amplification with 
different barcode sequences in the primers, and then, the resulting 
libraries were mixed and sequenced with 150-bp paired-end reads on 
an Illumina HiSeq platform. The A-to-G or C-to-G, C-to-T and C-to-A con-
versions and indels in the HTS data were analyzed using BE-Analyzer46.

Statistical analysis and reproducibility
Data presentations were generated by using GraphPad Prism v.9.3.1. 
Data were calculated as the mean ± s.d. from three biologically inde-
pendent replicates unless stated otherwise in the figure captions.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
HTS data have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive data-
base under accession codes PRJNA822038, PRJNA871961, PRJNA855334, 
PRJNA835691, PRJNA835701 and PRJNA882574 (refs. 47–52). RNA-seq data 
have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database under 
accession codes PRJNA871962 and PRJNA830998 (refs. 53,54). There are no 
restrictions on data availability. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The relevant codes of analysis for Detect-seq data were deposited in 
GitHub (https://github.com/menghaowei/Detect-seq)55.
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